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[57] ABSTRACT

A linear compressor is provided which may be employed in

refrigerators or, air conditioners. The linear compressor

includes a compressor mechanism disposed within a her-

metic casing. The compressor mechanism includes a linear

motor which makes a piston reciprocate within a cylinder

and a piston oscillation controller. The piston oscillation

controller controls oscillations of the piston so as to bring an

actuajjop^dead center^position of the piston into' agreement

with a reference^top.deagLcenter position and~alters_the

reference topj^(Lcejateij)osition based on a given param-

eter such as an Ambient temperature or a required thermal

load of. foLexaniple.Arefrigerator. An improved structure of

the linear motor is also provided.

8 Claims 9 Drawing Sheets
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STRUCTURE OF LINEAR COMPRESSOR metic casing; (b) a block having formed therein a cylinder

within which a piston oscillates to change a volume of a

This application is a division of application Ser, No. compression chamber; (c) a linear motor including a stator

08/187,005 filed Nov. 6, 1998. and a rotor, the rotor being connected to the piston to move

nA^nniixm -tut, rvTT/rjvi-rrrtvr
5 mc P^00 within the cylinder in a first direction; (d) an

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION tlmk unit which fc connected at a first portion to the block

1. Technical Field of the Invention and at a second portion to the piston to urge the piston in a

The present invention relates generally to ao improved second direction opposite the first direction in response to

structure of a linear compressor which may be used in movement of the piston through the linear motor so that

refrigerators or air conditioners. w me P*51015 oscillates in the cylinder; (e) a pressure chamber

2. Background of Related Art fonDed in mc blocki (9 a ^Mtar moving member having

n. .r* .n-u- KI 0 ~ A-MC , disposed thereon the stator of the linear motor, the stator
Japanese Patent First Publication No. 8-247025 discloses *T u u * *^ -.u-.u uu
,.
r

r f. ul- moving member,being mounted within the pressure chamber
a linear compressor for use in a refrigerator which is ... r . a .

°
. . ,.

r
g x - . ,

, i-juj shdably in the. first and second directions; (g) first and
designed to keep a lop clearance between a cylinder head • . , , . , . a , . ;?

iTT . , c - . , , . . .« . • i , 15 second back pressure chambers defined in the pressure
and the head of a piston when lying at the top dead center . . . \. . . c . A . ,

r
.

r .i r.. • „ i • chamber on both sides of the stator moving member; and (h)
constant for avoiding an overstroke of the piston. The linear t „ . . . \

'

. , , « « - ^4 i a pressure controlling mechanism controlling a difference in
compressor, however, has the drawback in that a decrease in

r
, ^ *l ^ j u i u

. t „ ' , || * ^ . - . . pressure between the first and second back pressure cham-
ambient temperature or thermal load of the refrigerator f . . .

r
. tI_

. .
F

r . . . , * , . bers to shift the stator moving member, thereby moving the
results in excess of a refrigerating capacity because of the -

. . . , . ,
& ' ^

. . # , 20 stator to a desired position,
constant top clearance.

¥ ,
* , _ , . . L Li , f L™ . it* i * In the preferred mode of the invention, the block also has

The conventional Linear compressor also encounters
formcd^ an^ ^ aQ^ communicating^

another drawback in that he efficiency of a hnear motor ^p^* chamber. pressure controlling media-
which moves the piston linearly is poor because of an £cm J^J* /nd hWW ^^tws™
increased copper loss of a coil. ^

hism selectively establishes and blocks communications

between the inlet and the first back pressure chamber and

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION between the outlet and the second back pressure chamber.

It is therefore a principal object of the present invention A0 urging mechanism is further provided which urges the

to avoid the disadvantages of the prior art. stat°r of the linear motor away from the compression

It is another object of the present invention to provide an ,0
cnamDer-

improved structure of a compressor which has a high According to the third aspect of the invention, there is

efficiency. provided a linear motor which comprises: (a) a rotor; and (b)

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is
a stator including a coil and an annular yoke retaining

provided a linear compressor which comprises: (a) a her- thcrcin tbc ^ lhc y°kc ^wg made of a plurality of

metic casing; (b) a block having formed therein a cylinder « arc-shaped blocks each of which has formed therein a

within which a piston oscillates to change a volume of a 8"™* m wmch a Peripheral portion of the cod is fitted,

compression chamber; (c) a linear motor moving the piston According to the fourth aspect of the invention, there is

within the cylinder in a first direction; (d) an elastic unit provided a linear motor which comprises: (a) a rotor; and (b)

which is connected at a first portion to the block and at a * stator including an annular yoke, the yoke being formed

second portion to the piston to urge the piston in a second ^ with a plurality of blocks each constituting a circumferential

direction opposite the first direction in response to the portion of the yoke, each of the blocks including a central

movement of the piston through the linear motor so that the section and first and second outer sections disposed on both

piston oscillates in the cylinder, (e) a piston position sensor sides of the central section, the central section being made

detecting a position of the piston to provide a position signal consisting of laminations made from a material having a

indicative thereof; (0 a top dead center position determining 45
higher permeability, the first and second outer sections each

circuit detennining an actual top dead center position of the being rnade from a material having a permeability lower

piston based on the position signal provided by the piston f»n mat of th<* centxal section and an electric resistance

position sensor, (g) an oscillation control circuit controlling greater than that of the central section,

oscillation of the piston so that a difference between the In the preferred mode of the invention, the laminations

actual top dead center position and a reference top dead 50
making up the central section of each of the blocks of the

center position of the piston is decreased; and (h) a reference yoke are laid to overlap each other in a circumferential

top dead center position changing circuit changing the direction of the yoke.

reference top dead center position. The central section of each of the blocks of the yoke is

In the preferred mode of the invention, an ambient tem- quadrangular prism-shaped, and each of the first and second

perature sensor is further provided which measures an 55
outer sections is triangular prism-shaped,

ambient temperature. The reference top dead center position The central section and the first and second outer sections

changing circuit changes the reference top dead center are joined to each other using resin,

position based on the ambient temperature measured by the The first outer section of each of the blocks of the yoke

ambient temperature sensor. has a protrusion formed on a surface facing in a circumfer-

An operating condition determining circuit is further 60 ential direction of the yoke. The second outer section has

provided which determines a compressor output request. formed in a surface facing the circumferential direction of

The reference top dead center position changing circuit the yoke a groove in which the protrusion is fitted for joining

changes the reference top dead center position based on the the blocks to each other to complete the yoke,

compressor output request determined by the operating According to the fifth aspect of the invention, there is

condition determining circuit. 65 provided a linear motor which comprises: (a) a rotor; (b) a

According to the second aspect of the invention, there is stator including an annular yoke, the yoke being formed with

provided a linear compressor which comprises: (a) a her- a plurality of blocks each constituting a circumferential

11/11/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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3 4
portion of the yoke, each of the blocks being formed with The linear compressor includes generally a hermetic

laminations made from a material having a higher perme- casing 1 and a compressor mechanism 2.

ability; and (c) an annular retainer retaining the blocks on an The compressor mechanism 2 includes a linear motor 3,

inner surface thereof at regular intervals in a circumferential a cylinder 4, a piston 5, a hollow block 6, a cylinder head 7,

direction of the retainer, the retainer including a strip mem- 5 and a spring assembly 8 and is supported within the casing

ber and holders, the strip member being made from a i through suspension springs (not shown). A lubricating oil

material having a permeability lower than that of the yoke n is settled on the bottom of the casing 1.

and an electric resistance greater than that of the yoke, each block 6 has formed faGTGm the cylinder 4 within
of the holders holding therein one of the blocks and being which me pislon 5 reciprocates to suck, for example, a
glued on the strip member. to refrigerant from the inlet la into a compression chamber 9

In the preferred mode of the invention, each of the holders and to discharge it from the outlet lb to the refrigerating

is made of a C-shaped member having disposed therein one system.

of the blocks. The motor 3 consists of an annular stator 3a and a rotor

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS « 3b °° *° pis
f°
n *' J* \

a * mo™te
?

in a

peripheral wall of the block 6. Instead of the motor 3, any

The present invention will be understood more fully from other known moving mechanisms may be used which are

the detailed description given hereinbelow and from the capable of reciprocating the piston 5.

accompanying drawings of the preferred embodiment of the The spring assembly 8 which consists of four spring discs
invention, which, however, should not be taken to limit the ga to overlap each other and outer and inner annular
invention to the specific embodiment but are for explanation

2
spacers Hb and 8c disposed between adjacent two of the

and understanding only. spring discs 8a. Each of the spring discs 8a has formed

In the drawings: therein, for example, arc-shaped slits to define spring arms

FIG. 1 is an illustration which shows a linear compressor and & connected at the center to the periphery of the piston

according to the first embodiment of the invention; 25
5 md al an ouler edge t0 ™ mner wal1 of the nolIow block

FIG. 2 is a graph which shows the efficiency of a linear

compressor and a reference top dead center position in terms The lmear compressor also includes a piston position

of the refrigerating capacity; sensor 14, an A/D converter 15, a top dead center determin-

FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view which shows a linear ^ circuit 16,
jj

reference.top dead center position deter-

compressor according to the second embodiment of the 30 fining circuit 23, an oscil ation controller 18 and an ac

invention-
power supply 17. The oscillation controller 18 includes a

„^ * . . . ,. reciprocating motion controller 21 and a base driver 22. The
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view which shows a linear /

t
. . „ . , , e

j- . *l < j • t , tL . reciprocating motion controller 21 includes a reference top
compressoraccora^ngtomemu^embodunentofthemven-

memory 1% an ampUfier 20 , a QQ£
non

> « parator25.
FIG. 5 is a partially cross sectional view which shows a ™. ~ A . . , . JU

* u j • i- « * The piston position sensor 14 is implemented by a dif-
bnear motor may be used in linear compressors of the first

ferentJ Xm t̂mt md consists of a

P
cylindricai^ 14fl

o ir em unents;
an(j a core 14/> made of a permanent magnet. The cylindrical

FIG. 6 is a top view which shows an outer yoke of the ^ Ua fa connected (o ^ end wall of the nollow
linear motor of FIG. 5; ^ block 6 The core 14b is connected to the bottom of the

FIG. 7 is a longitudinal cross sectional view taken along p^ton 5. The movement of the core 14b (i.e., the piston 5)
the line VII—VII in FIG. 6; causes the coil 14a to output an electric signal indicative of

FIG. 8 is a perspective view which shows fabrication of the position of the piston 5 in an analog form to the A/D
a coil fitted in the outer yoke of FIGS. 6 and 7; converter 15. The A/D converter 15 converts the input signal

FIG. 9 is a perspective view which shows one of separate 45 into a digital signal and outputs it to the top dead center

blocks making up the outer yoke of FIGS. 6 and 7; determining circuit 16. The top dead center determining

FIG. 10 is a top view which shows a modification of the circuit 16 monitors the position of the piston 5 based on the

outer yoke in FIG 5* signal from the A/D converter 15 to output a top dead center

FIG 11 is a side Jiew of FIG. 10;
si^al t0 the reciprocating motion controller 21 when the

. .... r iL 50 piston 5 has reached the top dead center. The reciprocating
FIG. 12 xs ;a perspective^view which shows one of the ^otion controll^r21 mrough me comparator 25 an

separate blocks of FIGS. 10 and 11;
acmal ^ ^nter of the piston 5 mdicated by

FIG. 13 is a top view which shows a second modification me top^ signal^ a reference top dead center
of the outer yoke in FIG. 5; position stored in the reference top dead center position

FIG. 14 is a perspective view which shows one ofseparate 55 memory 19 to change the amplitude of a voltage signal

blocks in FIG. 13; and outputted through the amplifier 20 to the base driver 22

FIG. 15 is a perspective view which shows a block according to the difference between the actual top dead

retainer in FIG. 13. center position and the reference top dead center position.

The base driver 22 controls the supply of power (i.e., an
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

6Q output voltage) from the power supply 17 to the motor 3
EMBODIMENT based on the inputted voltage signal to adjust the movement

Referring now to the drawings, particularly to FIG. 1, of the piston 5 so that the difference between the actual top

there is shown a linear compressor (also called a vibrating dead center position and the reference top dead center

compressor) according to the present invention which. The position is decreased to zero.

following discussion will refer to the linear compressor as 65 The reference top dead center position determining circuit

being used in a refrigerating system such as a refrigerator, 23 is connected to a temperature sensor 70 and an operating

but the present invention is not limited to the same. condition sensor 75. The temperature sensor 70 measures an

I
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ambient temperature. The operating condition sensor 75 tal and refrigerating conditions without degrading the effi-

monitors a given operating condition such as a required ciency of the linear compressor and the entire refrigerating

thermal load (i.e., a refrigeration demand) of the refrigerat- system.

ing system as a function of the temperature within a refrig- FIG. 3 shows a linear compressor according to the second

erating chamber of the refrigerating system (e.g., a 5 embodiment of the invention. The same reference numbers

refrigerator). as employed in FIG. 1 refer to the same parts, and expla-

Ine reference top dead center position determining circuit
na£n *eteof in detaU^ ^^ted h»-

23 alters the reference top dead center position stored in the •
The linear compressor includes an annular staler moving

memory 19 according to the ambient temperature measured
ba** 27' a P*55*? co°tro1 system 25, and a controller 100

by the temperature sensor 70 and the operating condition of ™ ' ™c staI?r movmS base
f* ?&&y^ *e aator 3« ?

f

the refrigerating system monitored by the operating conar-
me mot°r 3 °n ^ «nd is opposed within

tion sensor 75 an annu^ar cumber 50 formed in a peripheral wall of the

hollowblock 6. The annular chamber 50 has first and second
In operation, when the power supply 17 is turned on, the back pressure chambers 26a and 26b defined between ends

rotor lb of the motor 3 is excited and attracted in a horizontal 0f the annular chamber 50 and ends of the stator moving
direction, as viewed in the drawing, along with the piston 5,

15
base 37, respectively.

pressing the spring assembly 8. The spring assembly 8 The pressure control system 25 includes pressure control

produces a reactive force to move the piston 5 in the valves 25a, 25f>, 25c, and 2Sd, connecting pipes 2Se9 25/,

opposite direction, thereby causing the piston 5 to oscillate, 25g, and 2Sh, and pressure pipes 25* and 25;. The connecting

increasing and decreasing the volume of the compression pipes 25e and 25/ connect a suction pipe 24 which leads to

chamber 9 alternately.
20

the inlet 7a of the compressor mechanism 2 with the

The oscillation controller 18 adjusts, as described above, pressure control valves 25a and 25b, respectively. The

the output voltage from the power supply 17 to the motor 3 connecting pipes 25g and 25/j connect a discharge pipe 10

so that the difference between the actual top dead center which leads to the outlet 7b of the compressor mechanism 2

position of the piston 5 monitored by the piston position „ ™lh the Pressure c?e
ntrol valvcs and^ respectively.

sensor 14 and the reference top dead center position stored
25 ™e

P?Pf
#
?
5
\ ^ mc P'essV*

c
"J*?

1 val
^
cs

4 . tft .j , , t, , 25a and 25c with the back pressure chamber 2Sb through a
in the memory 19 may be decreased to zero. The top . . ^ r

4fc . 4|_ , %1
i

- ,/ . i ,. . . . . .
* back pressure pipe 26b extending through the casing 1. The

clearance of the piston 5 (i.e., the gap between the head of ^ { $g^nnects the pressure control valves 256
the piston 5 at the top dead center and an inner wall of the ^ 25rf^{h the backpressure chamber 28a through a back
cylinder head 7) is, thus, kept constant. M pressure pipe 26a extending through the casing 1. Each of
When the ambient temperature and/or the required tber- the pressure control valves 25a to 25a" is, for example, a

mal load monitored by the temperature sensor 70 and the solenoid valve which is actuated by the controller 100.

operating condition sensor 75 are decreased, it will cause a ' The linear compressor of this embodiment also includes a

required refrigerating capacity of the linear compressor to be temperature sensor 70 measuring the ambient temperature

lowered. The reference top dead center position determining $5 and a pressure sensor 77 measuring the pressure of a

circuit 23 selects one of reference top dead center positions refrigerant within the discharge pipe 10 which are connected

by look-up using a map based on the monitored ambient to the controller 100.

temperature and the thermal load of the refrigerating system When the ambient temperature and/or the pressure of the

and alters the reference top dead center position now stored refrigerant discharged from the outlet 7b of the compressor
in the memory 19 of the reciprocating motion controller 21 40 mechanism 2 are decreased, it will cause the piston 5 to be
so as to increase the top clearance of the piston 5. An moved left, as viewed in the drawing, over the top dead
increase in top clearance of the piston 5 causes the refrig- center so that it may collide with the inner wall of the

erating capacity of the linear compressor to be lowered, cylinder head 7. Therefore, when either or both of outputs

thereby avoiding the excess of the compression capacity of from the temperature sensor 70 and the pressure sensor 77
the linear compressor (i.e., the capacity of the refrigerating 45 exceed given lower threshold values, the controller 100
system). opens the pressure control valves25a and 25*/ while it closes

The linear compressor may also include a quick refrig- the pressure control valves 25b and 25c to establish com-

cration manual switch (not shown) which is installed in an munications between the back pressure chamber 28a and the

operation panel of the refrigerator. When the quick refrig- outlet 7b and between the back pressure chamber 286 and

cration manual switch is turned on by an operator, the 50 the inlet 7a of the compressor mechanism 2. The inner

reference top dead center position Determining circuit 23 pressure of the back pressure chamber 28a is, thus,

alters the reference top dead center position stored in the increased, while the pressure of the back pressure chamber

memory 19 so as to decrease the top clearance of the piston 286 is decreased, thereby causing the stator moving base 27

5 for enhancing the refrigerating capacity regardless of the to be urged right, as viewed in the drawing, to shift the center

outputs from the temperature sensor 70 and the operating 5s of oscillation o£thc piston 5 away from the cylinder block

condition sensor 75. i. This avoids the collision of the piston 5 with the inner wall

FIG. 2 shows results of tests performed by the inventors of the cylinder head 7 which will contribute to unwanted

of this application and shows that a change in reference top mechanical noise and damage of the piston 5.

dead center position to increase the top clearance of the FIG. 4 shows a linear compressor according to the third

piston 5 causes the refrigerating capacity of the linear 60 embodiment of the invention which is different from the one

compressor to be lowered, but the efficiency of the linear shown in FIG. 3 only in that a coil spring 29 is disposed

compressor hardly changes until a ratio of the volume of the between a holder 45 mounted on an inner wall of the hollow

top clearance of the piston 5 to the volume of the cylinder block 6 and the stator 3a of the linear motor 3 which

4 reaches 10%. Specifically, within a range ofthe ratio of the produces a spring pressure to hold the stator 3a from being

volume of the top clearance of the piston 5 to the volume of 65 shifted left, as viewed in the drawing. Other arrangements

the cylinder 4 of 10%, the refrigerating capacity may be are identical, and explanation thereof in detail will be

lowered to approximately half according to the environmen- omitted here.

11/11/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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When the linear compressor of the second embodiment in and 101. The central portion 80 is formed with quadrangular

FIG. 3 is turned off, the linear motor 3 may be stopped with prism-shaped laminations 70 made from a material having a

the siator 3a being shifted left, as viewed in the drawing, higher permeability. The first and second outer portions 90

away from a desired center of oscillation of the piston 5. and 101 are each formed with a triangular prism-shaped

When the linear compressor is turned on from this state, it 5 member made from, for example, resin having the perme-

may cause the piston 5 to pass over the top dead center and ability lower than that of the central portion 80 and the

collide with the inner wall of the cylinder block 7. The coil electric resistance greater than that of the central portion 80.

spring 45 of this embodiment, as described above, holds the Each of the blocks 104 is fabricated by sandwiching the

stator 3a in a desired position (e.g., the desired center of central portion 80 between the first and second portions 90

oscillation of the piston 5) when the pressures within the 10 and 101 and impregnating them with resin,

back pressure chambers 28a and 286 are balanced after the Eacn 0f the first outer portions 90 has, as shown in FIGS,
linear compressor is turned off, thereby avoiding the colli- jo and 12, formed therein a circular recess or groove 210.
sion of the piston with the inner wall of the cylinder block £aCD 0f the second outer portions 101 has, as clearly shown
7 immediately after the linear compressor is turned on, m pio. 12, formed therein a cylindrical protrusion 220. The

Instead of the coil spring 29, an elastic member such as 15 assembly of the outer yoke 104 is accomplished by inserting

rubber may be used. the cylindrical protrusion 220 of each of the second outer

FIG. 5 shows a linear motor 3 which may be employed in portions 101 into the circular groove 210 of one of the first

the above embodiments. outer portion 90 from an axial direction thereof to join all the

The linear motor 3 consists essentially of a stator 3a and
*5^oc^s

a rotor 3b. The stator 3a includes an annular inner yoke 101, Eacn of tne blocks 104 may be surface-finished before the

an annular outer yoke 104, and a coil 106. Ihe inner yoke <>uter yoke 104 is assembled. Alternatively, the outer yoke

101 and the outer yoke 104 are secured on the hollow block 10* ^ay be surface-finished after being assembled.

6, as shown in FIG. 1. The outer yoke 104 has two magnetic The eddy current loss of a linear motor is usually pro-

poles 102 and 103. The rotor 36 includes a cylindrical
25

portional to the square of the thickness of a yoke, but

permanent magnet 107 and has the piston 5 pass through the decreased greatly in this embodiment by the formation of the

bottom thereof. central portion 80 of the outer yoke 104 with the laminations

The outer yoke 104 includes, as shown in FIG. 6, a 7*> having the higher permeability, which results in greatly

plurality of separate blocks 104a, 1046, 104c, and 104d improved efficiency of the linear motor 3.

whose end surfaces 114a, 1146, 114c, and I14d are glued or 30 Each of the blocks 104, as described above, has disposed

welded to each other. Each of the blocks 104a to 104d has, on both sides of the central portion 70 the first and second

as shown in FIGS. 7 and 9, formed in an inner wall thereof outer portions 90 and 101 each having the lower permeabil-

a groove 113 in which the coil 106 is fitted. ity and higher resistance, thereby minimizing the leakage of

The outer yoke 104 may be formed with at least two magnetic flux from the central portion 70 of each of the

separate blocks. 35 blocks 104 to adjacent one, thus resulting in a decrease in

In fabrication of the coil 106 and the outer yoke 104, the f°PPer loss
* t

coil 106 is, as shown in FIG. 8, first made by tensioning and J^e outer yoke 104 of this embodiment does not have the

winding wire around a bobbin 150 outward in a radial coil 106, but may have the same as needed,

direction at high density. Next, the bobbin 150 is drawn from The inner yoke 101 shown in FIG. 5 may be fabricated in

the coil 106 and fitted into the grooves 113 of the blocks 40 the same manner as described above.

104a to 1040" of the outer yoke 104. Finally, the blocks 104a FIGS. 13, 14, and 15 show the first modification of the

to 104a* are glued or welded to each other to make up the outer yoke 104 used in the linear motor 3.

outer yoke 104.
ou(er yoke 104 of mis cmDodiment includes twelve

The coil 106 may be impregnated with a resin liquid for separate blocks 215 and an annular block retainer 216. Each
avoiding deformation and protection thereof.

45
0f the blocks 215 is, as clearly shown in FIG. 14, formed

In conventional linear motors, a stator is usually made by with quadrangular prism-shaped laminations 217 made from

winding wire within a groove formed in an inner wall of a a material having a higher permeability. The block retainer

one-piece annular outer yoke inward in a radial direction. It 216, as clearly shown in FIG. 15, consists of a strip member
is, thus, dirEcuIt to wind the wire under high tension. In

5Q
219 and twelve C-shaped holders 218. The strip member 219

contrast to this, the stator 3a of this embodiment is, as is flexible and made of, for example, resin which has the

described above, made by fitting the coil 106, which is permeability lower than that of the blocks 215 and the

formed by winding the wire outward in the radial direction resistance greater than that of the blocks 215. This avoids the

under high tension, in the grooves 113 of the blocks 104a to flow of magnetic flux through the strip member 219 between

104a* and joining the blocks 104a to 104a* to complete the
5J

adjacent two of the blocks 215, thereby minimizing the

outer yoke 104. The coil 106 of this embodiment, therefore, copper loss.

has a higher space factor and a greater number of turns per The C-shaped holders 218 are glued on an inner surface

volume as compared with the conventional linear motors. of the strip member 219 at regular intervals and bold therein

This reduces 4' copper loss that is proportional to the square the blocks 215, as shown in FIG. 13, in a circumferential

of current flowing through the coil, thereby resulting in ^ direction with regular gaps 220. The formation of the gaps

greatly improved efficiency of the linear motor 3. 220 between adjacent two of the blocks 215 increases a

FIGS. 10, 11, and 12 show the first modification of the surface area of the outer yoke 104, thereby facilitating the

outer yoke 104 used in the linear motor 3. cooling of the linear motor 3.

The outer yoke 104 of this embodiment includes twelve The outer yoke 104 of this embodiment does not have the

fan-shaped separate blocks 104a identical in size and shape 65 coil 106, but may have the same as needed,

with each other. Each of the separate blocks 104a consists of The inner yoke 101 shown in FIG. 5 may be fabricated in

a central portion 80 and first and second outer portions 90 the same manner as described above.
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While the present invention has been disclosed in terms of

the preferred embodiment in order to facilitate a better

understanding thereof, it should be appreciated that the

invention can be embodied in various ways without depart-

ing from the principle of the invention. Therefore, the

invention should be understood to include all possible

embodiments and modification to the shown embodiments

which can be embodied without departing from the principle

of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A linear motor comprising:

a rotor; and

a stator including a coil and an annular yoke retaining

therein the coil, the yoke being made of a plurality of

arc-shaped blocks each of which has formed therein a

groove in which a peripheral portion of the coil is fitted.

2. A linear motor comprising:

a rotor; and

a stator including an annular yoke, the yoke being formed 2o

with a plurality of blocks each constituting a circum-

ferential portion of the yoke, each of the blocks includ-

ing a central section and first and second outer sections

disposed on both sides of the central section, the central

section being made consisting of laminations made 25

from a material having a higher permeability, the first

and second outer sections each being made from a

material having a permeability lower than that of the

central section and an electric resistance greater than

that of the central section.

3. A linear motor as set forth in claim 2, wherein the

laminations making up the central section of each of the

blocks of the yoke are laid to overlap each other in a

circumferential direction of the yoke.

30

4. A linear motor as set forth in claim 3, wherein the

central section of each of the blocks of the yoke is quadran-

gular prism-shaped, and each of the first and second outer

sections is triangular prism-shaped.

5. A linear motor as set forth in claim 2, wherein the

central section and the first and second outer sections are

joined to each other using resin.

6. A linear motor as set forth in claim 2, wherein the first

outer section of each of the blocks of the yoke has a

protrusion formed on a surface facing in a circumferential

direction of the yoke, and the second outer section has

formed in a surface facing the circumferential direction of

the yoke a groove in which the protrusion is fitted for joining

the blocks to each other to complete the yoke.

7. A linear motor comprising:

a rotor,

i a stator including an annular yoke, the yoke being formed

with a plurality of blocks each constituting a circum-

ferential portion of the yoke, each of the blocks being

formed with laminations made from a material having

a higher permeability; and

an annular retainer retaining the blocks on an inner

surface thereof at regular intervals in a circumferential

direction of the retainer, said retainer including a strip

member and holders, the strip member being made
from a material having a permeability lower than that

of the yoke and an electric resistance greater than that

of the yoke, each of the holders holding therein one of

the blocks and being glued on the strip member.

8. A linear motor as set forth in claim 7, wherein each of

the holders is made of a C-shaped member having disposed

therein one of the blocks.
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collided to a discharge valve.

SOLUTION: When a compressor 400 is driven by the drive
voltage from a voltage
control part 100, a stroke arithmetic part 800 calculates
the stroke on the
basis of the voltage and current detected by voltage and
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*

300. At this time, the internal piston ofi the compressor
400 is reciprocated
and collided to a discharge valve, and a collision
detection part 600 detects
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an abnormality signal from the signal by a collision
detecting sensor 500 which i

*

sensed the vibration generated at the moment of collision.
When the
abnormality signal is generated, a microcomputer 700 resets
the control target
stroke already set on the basis of the stroke inputted from
the stroke
arithmetic part 800 according to the abnormality signal and
outputs it to a

drive part 900. The drive part 900 outputs a drive voltage
signal to the .

*

voltage control part 100 according to the stroke to control
the drive voltage.
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peak clipping [elec] Reduction of the maximum demand

for electric power from an electrical utility, often achieved by

direct control of customer loads by signals directed to customer

appliances. { 'pek .klirrirj }

peak detector [electr] A detector whose output voltage

approximates the true peak value of an applied signal; the de-

tector tracks the signal in its sample mode and preserves the

highest input signal in its hold mode. { 'pek di.tek-tar }

peak distortion [commun] Largest total distortion of tele-

graph signals noted during a period of observation. {
'pek

di'storshan ) -j

peaked roof [arch] A roof that rises to a point or ridge.

{
'pekt 'riif } j

peak effect [solid state] In certain hard superconductors,

the occurrence of a maximum in the value of the critical current

as the external magnetic field is varied, near the critical magnetic

field, {'peki.fekt}
.

peakenthalplmetry [analychem] A thermochemical ana-

lytical procedure applicable to biochemical and chemical anal-

yses; the salient feature is rapid mixing of a reagent stream with

an isothermal solvent stream into which discrete samples are

intermittently injected; peakenthalpograms result which exhibit

the response characteristics of genuine differential detectors.

{ 'pek ;en*tharpinv3-tre

}

peak envelope power [electr] Of a radio transmitter, the

average power supplied to the antenna transmission line by a

transmitter during one radio-frequency cycle at the highest crest

of the modulation envelope, taken under conditions of normal

operation. { 'pek 'en-va.lop ,pau*ar }

peaker [electr] A small fixed or adjustable inductance used

to resonate with stray and distributed capacitances in a broad-

band amplifier to increase the gain at the higher frequencies.

{
'pek*ar }

peak factor See crest factor. {
'pek ,fak-tar }

peak forward voltage [electr] The maximum instantane-

ous voltage applied to an electronic device in the direction of

lesser resistance to current flow. I 'pek 'forward 'vol-tij 1

peak gust [meteorol] After United States weather observ-

ing practice, the highest instantaneous wind speed recorded at

a station during a specified period, usually the 24-hour obser-

vational day; therefore, a peak gust need not be a true gust of

wind. { 'pek 'gast

}

peaking circuit [electr] A circuit used to improve the high-

frequency response of a broad-band amplifier, in shunt peaking,

a small coil is placed in series with the anode load; in series

peaking, the coil is placed in series with the grid of the following

stage. {
'pek-in .sarkat

}

peaking network [electr] Type of interstage coupling net-

work in which an inductance is effectively in series (senes-

peaking network), or in shunt (shunt-peaking network), with the

parasitic capacitance to increase the amplification at the upper

end of the frequency range. { 'pek'irj .net.wark )

peaking transformer [elec] A transformer in which the

number of ampere-turns in the primary is high enough to pro-

duce many times the normal flux density values in the core; the

flux changes rapidly from one direction of saturation to the other

twice per cycle, inducing a highly peaked voltage pulse in a

secondary winding. {
'pek-irj tranz.formar }

peak inverse anode voltage [electr] Maximum instanta-

neous anode voltage in the direction opposite to that in which

the tube or other device is designed to pass current. {
'pek

'in.vars 'an.od ,vol-tij }

peak Inverse voltage [electr] Maximum instantaneous an-

ode-to-cathode voltage in the reverse direction which is actually

applied to the diode in an operating circuit. ( 'pek 'in.vars ,v6l-

Diskless pumping [min eng] Spreading the pumping load

over the entire day in a mine. (
'pek*las 'pamp-irj }

peak limlter delimiter. { 'pek .lim-ad-ar

}

peak load [elec] The maximum instantaneous load or the

maximum average load over a designated interval of time. Also

, i, „ rcwni Thp. maximum auantitv of a

I

peak plain [geol] A high-level plain formed by a

«

summits of approximately the same elevation, often d

as an uplifted and fully dissected peneplain. Also

summit plain. { 'pek .plan }

peak power [elec] See peak load, [electronic

maximum instantaneous power of a transmitted rad;

{
'pek 'pau*ar }

peak pressure [ord] The maximum pressure reach

bore of a weapon during the burning of the propellam.

'presh-ar

)

peak second algorithm [commun] A set of math

procedures for attempting to predict the number of trans

that will be carried out in a communications system di

busiest 1 -second interval during some study period.

'sek*and 'al-ga.riUvam }

peak signallevel [electr] Expression of the maxi

stantaneous signal power or voltage as measured at an}

a facsimile transmission system; this includes auxiliary

{ 'pek 'sig-nal ,leval

}

peak tank [nav arch] A tank which is at the bow

end of a ship and is low in the ship, usually kept empt;

but sometimes used to carry potable water. { 'pek ,ta

peak-to-peak amplitude [phys] Amplitude of an al

quantity measured from positive peak to negative peak

ta 'pek 'am'pla.tiid }

peak-to-valley ratio [commun] The ratio of the la

plitude of a modulated wave to its smallest value,

'val-e ,ra'sho }

peak value [elec] The maximum instantaneous v

varying current, voltage, orpower during the time inter

consideration. Also known as crest value. (
'pek 'v

peak width [analy chem] In a gas chromatogran

eluent rise and fall versus time), the width of the b

duration) of a symmetrical peak (rise and fall) of eluen

.'width}
.

peak zone [paleon] An informal biostratigrapnic

;

sisting of a body of strata characterized by the exceptic

dance of some taxon (or taxa) orrepresenting the i

development of some taxon. ( 'pek
(
zon }

Peano continuum [math] A compact, connects

cally connected metric space. { pa'an-6 kan.tin-yir^

Peano curve [math] 1. A continuous curve Hi

through each point of the unit square. 2. See Pea

{
pa'an*6 ,karv } .

,

Peano space [math] Any Hausdorff topological

.

is the image of the closed unit interval under a contini

ping. Also known as Peano curve. (
pa'an*o ,spas

Peano's postulates [math] The five axioms by

natural numbers may be formally defined; they sw

there is a natural number 1; (2) every natural nun*

successor * + ; (3) no natural number has 1 as its sut

every set of natural numbers which contains 1
ana u

of every member of the set contains all the natural n

if n + = m\ then n = m. { P^'an-oz 'pas-chaW I

peanut [bot] Arachis hypogaea A low. or

pollinated annual legume cultivated for its ed b e sec

a one-loculed legume formed beneath the soil in p

peanut oil [mater] A yellow to S^$j£
obtained from peanuts; soluble in ether, chlw*

and carbon disulfide; main components are g
;

j

and linoleic acids; used as an edible substitute i

^
in soaps and medicine. Also known as araci

oil;katchungoil. {
'pe-nat oil } Umoniie.

pea ore [mineral] A variety of pisohuc urn

occurring in small, rounded grains or mass

a pea. {
'pe ,6r }

s of the gen '

pear [bot] Any of several tree^P^- ^
the order Resales, cultivated for their rui

.

v

at the apical end and has stone cells uu

(per} '

A biack
mi

oearceite [mineral] AgieAspu
,

, nir<sit |
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